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ABSTRACT
Despite the significant benefits of crowd ideation platforms, these introduced two main challenges:
(1) many ideas generated are basic and repetitive (2) the high number of ideas generated makes it
practically impossible for ideation experts to review ideas one by one in order to select novel and useful
ones. A key feature to overcome these issues resides in understanding the ideas. General Knowledge
Graphs describe themeaning of domain-independent terms in an computationally understandable way
and therefore represent a promising solution in obtaining such meaning. In this paper, we describe our
research in understanding ideas and preliminary findings in application for crowd-powered innovation.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Crowdsourcing; • Human-centered computing → Collaborative and
social computing; • Computing methodologies→ Semantic networks.
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MOTIVATION
Innovation is one of the key driving forces of knowledge-based societies. In order to get heterogeneous
ideas from diverse backgrounds, more and more companies turn to large scale open ideation platforms
as a way to obtain creative ideas. On these platforms a crowd of ideators is asynchronously generating
large amounts of ideas, that subsequently are filtered by experts.

Figure 1: Example of knowledge organiza-
tion in Wikidata (taken from [2])

However, two main challenges are introduced by these platforms: First, the submitted ideas are
often simple, mundane and repetitive. Second, the amount of ideas makes it economically undesirable
to evaluate them all manually [1]. To tackle the first problem, existing approaches guide the crowd
during the idea generation phase by employing inspiration (e.g. showing similar or diverse ideas) as
a creativity-enhancing intervention to enhance the quality of generated ideas. On the other hand,
to support experts in selecting promising ideas, existing approaches employ statistical information
extraction techniques such as word embedding based similarity computation, topic modelling and
clustering. These statistical approaches are limited in two ways: Statistical evaluation of short text
snippets is complex (and result quality varies depending on context and domain) and only accounts
for surface features between texts, prohibiting a deeper understanding of underlying concepts used in
the ideas.
In order to tackle these problems, we believe knowledge graphs offer a promising solution to (1)

extract structured information about the content of ideas and (2) aid ideation experts during the
further processing of result ideas by providing multi-faceted visualization of the ideation outcome.

BACKGROUND: KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS
In order to communicate our vision of an idea-based knowledge graph, we subsequently explain
basic concepts used in the approach: A knowledge graph organizes various topically different real-
world entities (concepts) with their relations in a graph. It provides a schema that aggregates these
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real-world entities into classes (abstract concepts) that also have relationships to each other [9].
In other words, using a knowledge graph provides computational meaning to concepts. A general
knowledge graph encodes domain independent facts about concepts and entities (For example: "A
dog is an animal") in large databases. Historically general knowledge graphs were built by domain
experts, for example the cyc knowledge base [5], or wordnet [8]. In contrast, recent approaches
moved from expert-curated systems to an open, collaborative knowledge graph creation approach:
Most prominently, theWikidata project, which was started in 2012 as a way to provide structured
data for Wikimedia projects to overcome the data inconsistencies of Wikipedia’s language versions
provides structured interlinked data about entities [10]. An example of the graph format of Wikidata
is shown in Figure 1. A hybrid approach to data creation is the Dbpedia project, that creates a general
knowledge graph by automatically parsing information provided by English Wikipedia pages [4]. All
of these examples provide different data about concepts that could potentially help making ideas
computationally understandable.

Figure 2: The Kaleidoscope user interface:
Marking patterns in an idea space (taken
from [7])

.

APPROACH
Understanding ideas is a key feature of both delivering better inspiration (i.e. showing similar or
diverse ideas) to the crowd during ideation, and better classification and assessment of ideas (i.e.
clustering, topic modeling) in subsequent refinement steps. In order to obtain the meaning about
the idea content, we employ an NLP based concept annotation mechanism, that is supplemented by
an interactive error correction step [3], in order to store the correct meaning of the concepts used
in ideas. More precisely, our approach uses part-of-speech tagging to extract terms in the ideas and
link them to concepts in Dbpedia and Wikidata. We evaluated the impact of an additional task (i.e.
validating concepts) in a brainstorming process [6]. During this task, users disambiguate terms in
their ideas to link them to concepts stored in a general knowledge graph. The results obtained show
no significant impact on ideation outcome.
By linking terms in ideas to knowledge graph concepts, the approach enables this meaning to be

used as an analysis approach. As a first exploration of a potential application in sense-making of
ideation outcomes, we developed an interactive visualisation prototype [7]. In this artifact, users can
import ideas and visualize them in a grid. The users then can interactively select markers for concepts
used in the ideas to visualize patterns within the ideation outcome (a prototype screenshot is shown
in figure 2).

VISION
In order to enhance and augment crowd-powered large scale ideation, we envision an idea-based
knowledge graph, leveraging semantic meaning about ideas to model multi-dimensional relations
between ideas. Furthermore, by linking not only relationships between different ideas, but also
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relationships between different versions of the same idea, we envision a computationally accessible
Idea Lifecycle, capturing iterations, refinement and different branches of ideas created during an
innovation process.
When applied in a crowd ideation scenario, this idea-based knowledge graph could provide infor-

mation about categories explored by the ideators and lead ideators to not well explored categories,
help select tailored inspirations depending on information gathered for each ideator and the overall
problem context, and aid in interactive visualization of the ideation outcome.
One promising use case for this idea-based knowledge graph is the computational analysis of

inspiring example ideas, shown to crowd workers during ideation: In preliminary studies, we could
show that inspirations are integrated into the ideators state of mind either directly (re-using the same
term), indirectly (using a super-class of a term), or via the transfer of the use of a term. Figure 3 shows
an example of an indirect link between terms in two ideas, based on concept super-classes extracted
from Wikidata.

Super Classes

Ideas
Display maps on part of the 
windshield of car.  

Turning all types of glass into 
transparent displays, such as 
windows and doors.  

Glass

Windshield

Sheet glass

Material

Figure 3: Example of how terms in ideas
are linked to concepts in a knowledge
graph.

AT THEWORKSHOP
Combining the research areas of general knowledge graphs and large scale crowd-based ideation show
great potential to help with the pressing issues in open innovation. In our contribution, we will present
the basics of knowledge graphs using Wikidata as an example. By discussing our approach with a mix
of different researchers and practitioners, we hope to advance this research area by focusing on the
following questions:

How can we use knowledge graph data for adaptive creativity enhancing inspirations?
In order to enhance crowd-powered ideation processes, a key aspect is the provision of creativity
enhancing inspirations. Leveraging knowledge graphs by linking them with insights from cognitive
science would enable a structured approach to the design and way of delivery for inspirations.

Which otherways are there to leverage knowledge graphs in crowd-powered ideation? In
this paper, we have shown how to leverage knowledge graphs to a) Build an interactive sense-making
tool based on a map metaphor and b) Analyze the integration of exemplars into subsequent ideas by
means of super-classes extracted fromWikidata. We believe that general knowledge graphs hold many
more potential applications for crowd-powered ideation. We envision an open discussion about the use
of knowledge graphs in crowd-powered ideation systems in all related areas. By discussing speculative
application scenarios we can map the design space and focus efforts on promising solutions.
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